
Use of Manner Adverbials in Shivani’s short stories: a corpus-based study 

This paper attempts to improve the description of adverbs of manner in Hindi, using the 
methodology of corpus linguistics. More specifically, this paper is concerned with the 
types of adverbials found in a corpus (participials, adjectival, noun-phrase derived, 
other), their placement and relative ordering vis-à-vis the verb and the corresponding 
interpretive effects achieved. In pursuing these goals, this paper will make use of data 
from Chiraswayamvara, a compilation of short stories by Shivani, one of the most well-
known women writers of contemporary Hindi fiction. 

An annotation scheme has been developed for Hindi manner adverbials, based on the 
concept of distinctive feature paradigm (Botley, 2000, Sinha, 2003). This scheme is 
applied to the Hindi corpus under investigation, in order to enable categorization of 
manner adverbials with a high degree of precision. The tagged corpus is amenable to the 
application of quantitative methods, chiefly for determining, in our case, what types of 
adverbials are most frequent, what verb-types do these most commonly occur with, and 
what is their relative ordering and impact on writing style and interpretations, in such 
instances. 

The syntactic aspect of the analysis is carried out within the framework of Chomsky, 
1995. It is claimed that there is a link between feature specification on manner adverbials, 
their licensing and ordering in the functional structure of layered vP shells that we 
assume. 

In the example below, tagged phrases in bold-face represent the different types of manner 
adverbials in a single sentence. 

maaghii vibhaavarii mein ThiThurtaa Nainitaal_IMPA,  

Wintry night-dark in shiver-imperfective Nainitaal  

apne nagn ang sikoRe_IMP,  

self’s naked body-parts crumple-imperfective  

kisii daridr shishu ki bhaanti_NPDr  

some abjectly-poor infant possessive like  

so rahaa thaa  

sleep progressive aspect was 

IMPA = pre-nominal imperfective participial adjunct, IMP = imperfective participial 
adjunct, NPDr = Noun Phrase Derived manner adverbial 

‘Shivering in the deep dark wintry nights of the month of Maagh, (the city of) Nainitaal 
lay asleep, hugging its naked body to itself, like an abjectly poor child.’  

(From Khudaa Haafiz, short story in the compilation Chiraswayamvara, Shivani, 2000) 


